Here are the items that I have so far for the SR meeting on 9/20/07.

1. Abends in SIS

2. Column 79 issue on QWS

3. Data clean up

4. Discussion of 32973 - USRTRANB is creating transcripts with a truncated PID for students with a hold flag for transcripts. Test the change or modify user focexecs to check for HOLD records before selecting for batch transcripts.

5. Forming a Gear Up work group to include Student Records and Financial Aid reps

6. The October meeting is scheduled for 10/18/07 and WNC is scheduled to chair the meeting.

7. TMCC would like to upload flags to DEMO. (Nancy)

8. SIS Agenda item. We would like to inquire about how we could go about updating all AAA email address in our SIS database (and possibly other institutions) from WNCC to WNC. (Eric)